
"Everything is changing and yet everything remains the same" 

 

Nowadays , while experiencing another crisis-situation we are facing again the specter of 

nationalism / fascism / racism. As before (Interwar crisis, cold war oil crisis), so today the 

state and capital of organized economic elites promotes nationalistic / racial ideologies and 

formations which enhance public / parastatal gangs. In this way, as always, they try to keep 

their power and their prominent social position while intensifying the exploitation and 

exclusion of those considered expendable, unnecessary, undisciplined.  Everyone who 

doesn't fit as a gear in their capitalist machine. 

 

The majority of the personal and employment rights and freedoms are already violated. 

Arrests -preventive or not- , humiliations, "tidy up" operations, beatings, torture and killings 

of immigrants, drug addicts, prostitutes and marginalized, homosexuals, Roma and 

conscientious objectors are indeed happening more and more often. While the cops, 

institutional "guardians of the nation" and non-institutional' protectors of the race" fascists 

remain unaffected. Concentration camps are alive and kicking while their number increases, 

and that's without counting the immigrants stacked in containers and in squalid conditions. 

The media continue to misinform and to function as an ideological shield to the state and 

economic system, creating impressions and sow fear. Unleashed  attacks on meeting places, 

self-organized spaces and squats which leads to activists tortured and vilified for 

intimidation and exemplification of the exploited. 

Violently suppressed any kind of protest, enlisting and circumvent made, even the 

supposedly "achievements" of the modern "welfare state." 

 

"In the cities we love , thousand languages they speak" 

 

We oppose that this crisis as an opportunity, not to fight against our neighbor, but to take our 

lives in our hands. A chance to collectively organize, interact and create such social 

structures, that will allow everyone to contribute according to his/her capabilities and enjoy 

according to his/her needs. 

 

If ruling politicians, banks, multinational companies, channels, despotic, opportunists and 

profiteer's lackeys think there is a chance to grab all the wealth, natural or artificial, we 

consider ourselves fortunate enough to experience the crisis because we have all the tools 

and sense to overturn this rotten capitalist system and leave a fair legacy for the future of 

humanity. Crashing not only capitalism ,but also its vanguard , fascism . He , who shall not 

raise his head , but be thrown where it belongs , in the Keadas of history.  

 

FOR THE FUTURE WE DREAMED OF 

WE MUST FIGHT AGAINST FASCISM AND RACISM 

AND REVERSE THE SYSTEM WHICH PRODUCTS THEM. 

 

GALATSI OPEN ASSEMBLY OF ANARCHISTS 


